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PREFACE
Let's Look at Theatre is aimed at all you students who are studying theatre for the first
time and who are excited by the chance to learn about it. You're about to learn that
theatre is as different from biology as biology is from accounting, yet it has the same
goal-to help you understand yourself and your universe. You will get the greatest
enjoyment out of this book if you understand how it works. Yes, I said "enjoyment."
After all, theatre is entertainment, so a book about theatre ought to be enjoyable as well.
I have written Let's Look at Theatre in the first person, so you'll be reading my
personal observances. Yes, the pages are filled with facts and with conventional
academic wisdom, but they also contain opinions, personal observations, and stOries
that are entertaining.
I've made this book more than a sequence of lists. Lists are only the bare bones of
a subject, like the bare skeleton of an animal A dog's not alive if it doesn't have any
blood, nerves, muscle, or skin on it. From a textbook on animal anatomy, you might
learn to recognize the skeleron of a collie puppy, but isn't it more fun to pet a live one?
In addition to providing you with the skeletons of learnable lists, I want to encourage
you to "pet" the theatre, so I've included some anecdotes that I hope you'll enjoy.
As in all fields of study, you will encounter two challenges. To begin, you'll have to
acquire a new body of information, including unfamiliar vocabulary. Just as math
students need to know "cosine" and anatomy students "fibula," so you'll need to learn
a number of new terms that includes "thymele," "Expressionism," and "asymmetrical

apply your new knowledge so that you can
understand what you see when you go to the theatre.
This book will help you discover the joy and value you can get from looking at
balance." Additionally, you'll learn how

to

theatre so you can enjoy the theatre for the rest of your lives.

-Linda Sarver
Salt Lake City
September, 1997
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Three Guided Tours
Aerial view of the
Acropolis in
Athens, Greece.
[AIinarilArt
Resource, NY.
Aerial view.
Acropolis Athem,
Greece.
Margot Woif]

Fasten your seat belts, because our third and final guided tour begins
with an airplane flight to Greece. As you fly over Athens, you can see the
Acropolis.
Acropolis means "high city," and it's the hill where the Athenians built their
religious shrines. The ruins of the Parthenon and other temples are a major
tourist attraction.
From your airplane window you can see the Theatre of Dionysus at the
foot of the Acropolis. That's where the ancient Greek tragedies were first
performed, some 2500 years ago, but the theatre has been modified so often
that it's no longer a good example of a Greek theatre, so we won't stop to
visit it. Instead, we'll get into our rental car and drive towards Epidaurus
where we'll visit the best preserved Greek theatre. The theatre at Epidaurus
is still used for performances of the ancient tragedies, and I saw Oedipus the
King there recently. On a balmy summer evening the theatre attracts crowds
of up to 12,000.
We'll take the back roads so we can drive past a
farmer threshing grain. The earthen circle he
uses is what many scholars believe was
where the ancient Greeks first
performed theatre. The farmers
would complete the harvest,
and dance and sing in the
threshing circle. From that celebration was born the chorus of
Greek theatre.
At Epidaurus you can see
that the ancient Greek theatres
were not free standing buildings
but were nestled against a
hillside. Their major playing

From ancient times to today,
Greek farmers have built
stone rings and filled them
with newly cut wheat. When
horses or people walk on the
wheat, the seeds come away
from the stalk. This is called
"threshing," and historians
believe that the dancing,
singing, and story telling with
which ancient farmers celebrated a successful harvest
took place in this circle. They
conjecture that this threshing
circled was the inspiration for
the circular orchestra where
the chorus danced and sang in
ancient Greek plays.
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space was a circle, and the similarity to the farmer's threshing
circle seems evident. The seating
was carved out of the hillside, and
the audience of more than 12,000
sat in the open air on the benches
of the theatron ("THEE-a-tron").
fu you remember, we get Out
word "theatre" from this Greek
word which meant "the seeing
place." The seats followed the
natural curve of the hillside and
wrapped more than half way
around the performing space,
something like the seats in a
modern thrust theatre. Most of
the action took place on the large
fIat circle called the orchestra ("the dancing place"), where the fifteen actors
who made up the chorus danced and sang. In the middle of the orchestra
was the alter to the god Dionysus ("die-oh-NICE-us"), and it was called the
thymele ("thigh-MEE-lee"). Behind the circular orchestra was the free
standing building called the skene ("SKAY-nay"), and it may have had a
narrow raised platform in front of it where the principle actors performed (a
proskene). Between the seating in the theatron and the free standing skene
there was a large aisle called the parados ("PAR-a-dose"). That's where the
chorus made its ceremonial entrance at the beginning of the performance.
The Greek theatre building did not need any scenery, though sometimes some was used. It's obvious a box set would have been
impractical because it would block the view of the audience
on the sides. A wing and drop set would have been
equally impractical in this outdoor theatre with no fIy
space for the drops and no wing space to slide off the
~
p,;n"d f1a" at the ,;d". Accotd;ngly, the G"ek.

The theatre at Epidaurus,
Gteece is the best
preserved of the ancient
Greek theatres, and
performances are given
there every summer. The
orchestra is a perfect
circle, the thymele is in
the center of the
orchestra, and benches for
12,000 patrons are carved
into the natural hillside.
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This illustration of an ancient Greek
theatre shows the theatron where the
audience sat (the seeing place), the
orchestra where the chorus performed (the
dancing circle), the skene (the stage house),
and the parados (the passage between the
theatron and the skene that the chorus used
for its ceremonial entrance and exit). The
skene in this illustration has a raised
proskene (the platform on which the main
characters performed). Note how the
theatron is carved into the natural hillside.

This ground plan of a typical Greek theatre names the parts of
the theatre. The thymele (altar) is in the center of orchestra.
The theatron of the Theatre of Dionysus was divided into
twelve sections, each shaped like a wedge.
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Realism

Theatricalism
Expressionism

Realism on stage would
require an exact replica of this
real house. The line drawings
surrounding this photo
illustrate each of the six styles.

Romanticism
Surrealism

Classicism

